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BABY  
Keychain 

By Philae Artes 
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Materials that you will use:  

– Yarn colors: cream, grey and green. I use Brazilian brands' cotton yarns ‐ our default size measures 
100g/200m (217 yds). Since different countries measure in different ways, you may have to check your 
yarn size. The most important thing is to use the correct hook size to your yarn. 
– Golden thread (optional) to hang; 
– Grey felt; 
– fabric glue (optional); 
– acrylic fiber (to stuff); 
– a pair of black safety eyes (7mm); 
– crochet hook (3.0mm); 
– tapestry needle, scissors and pins. 
 
 

 Abbreviations 
Rnd = round  
St = stitch  
Sc = single crochet  
Sl st = slip stitch  
Dc = double crochet  
Inc = increase  
Dec = decrease  
* * = repeat instructions between asterisks  
( ) = number of total stitches by round 
 
 

Doll’s Height: 2,7 inches (7cm) 
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Pattern 

 
POD X2 
Grey yarn. 
Rnd. 1: 6 sc in magic circle (6) 
Rnd. 2: Inc x6 (12) 
Rnd. 3: *sc in the next st, inc* x6 (18) 
Rnd. 4: *sc in the next  2 st, inc* x6 (24) 
Rnd. 5: *sc in the next  3 st, inc* x6 (30) 
Rnd. 6-7: sc in each sc (30) 
Finish and leave a long tail to sew it later. Don’t forget to make 2 of this piece. 
 
HEAD  
Green yarn. 
Rnd. 1: 6 sc in magic circle (6) 
Rnd. 2: Inc x6 (12) 
Rnd. 3-4: sc in each sc (12) 
This may be the only difficult part of this pattern as we need to insert the eyes, but the piece 
is very small. If you can't do this (it's not impossible, just be patient) you can try to glue them, 
sew them or use black felt. Be careful if you use glue, because the eyes may come out (this is 
dangerous for children). 
Place the eyes between rows 2 and 3, separated by about 2 stitches. Depending on your piece, 
your eyes need a different location. Be careful in this part, because this is the main detail that 
will make your doll look like the character. 
Rnd. 5: Dec x6 (6) 
Stuff. 
Rnd. 6: Inc x6 (12) 
Rnd. 7: *sc in the next st, inc* x6 (18) 
Rnd. 8: sc in each sc (18) 
Finish and hide the tail inside him. 
 
EARS x2 
Green yarn. 
Chain 4 and start in the second chain from the hook: 
Rnd. 1: 1 sc, 1 hdc, 2 dc in the last chain (4). 
If you do not understand this round, I will explain: we made 4 chains, but started on the 
second chain, so there were 3 chains left to use. At first, I made 1 sc; in the second chain, I 
made 1 hdc; and in the last chain, I made 2 dc. 
Finish and leave a long tail to sew on the head later. 
 
COLLAR 
Cream color yarn. 
Chain 23 and start in the second chain from the hook: 
Rnd. 1: sc in each chain (22). Chain 1 and turn the piece. 
Rnd. 2: sc in each st (22). 
Finish and leave a long tail to sew it later. 
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All the pieces: 
 

 
 
DETAILS 
Now that we already have all the pieces, let's put them together! Remember that for this, let's 
use the tapestry needle. All remaining tails must be hidden in the body. Before sewing 
everything, I usually use pins to attach all the parts, then I know where to put or glue them 
and see how is going to be like when I finish. 
- Start by sewing the ears to the head. 
- Then place the collar around the neck, tips are facing the front. Sew them like this or use the 
glue. If you want him to be very cute, remember that the collar must cover the area where 
the mouth should be. We can only see the eyes.  
- Ok, leave the head for one moment so we can do the pod. You need to place one piece inside 
the other, just like the image below. Sew them or use the glue. Place and sew the head there 
too. 

       
 

- To finish, cut two circles in the grey felt  (for both sides) and one rectangle (for the front) to 
glue them in the pod. Then do a simple knot using the golden thread, so it is ready to be a 
keychain. 
 
You did it! This baby is so cute!  
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Contact infos and more 

 
If you have any doubts feel free to contact‐me at contatophilae@gmail.com.  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/artesphilae 
Etsy store: https://www.etsy.com/shop/PhilaeArtes  
Ravelry: http://www.ravelry.com/designers/viviannerussophilae  
Blog: http://philaeartes.wordpress.com  
Instagram: @philaeartes 
 
Please, don't forget to qualify our shop if you liked this pattern. Positive qualifications help us 
keep creating new patterns, since they improve our sales :). We also appreciate your feedback. 
Thank you!  
 
I am from Brazil, so forgive me for the grammatical erros. 
 
Do not redistribute this PDF file. But it is amazing if you sell the amigurumi doll, just please 
mention my brand (@philaeartes).  
 
Attention: Don’t leave small amigurumi pieces near unattended children due to risk of 
swallowing it. Also, keep in mind that is always better to use anti-allergic yarn if the amigurumi 
is going to be constantly manipulated (used as a toy).  
 

I hope you enjoyed doing this crochet project! 
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